The “Spirit Animals” of Réva
BAROLO DOCG (Barn Owl)
“If the owl nests on an oak tree in the vineyards, the vintage will be
unforgettable…” our grandparents used to tell us.
BAROLO DOCG RAVERA (Snow Owl)
The owl, symbol of wisdom, for a wine like Barolo that pays back
patience with glasses of wine that offer inspiration, wisdom and culture.”
BAROLO DOCG Cannubi (Screech Owl)
“An owl feather sewn in young people’s wedding dress is a greeting for
a blooming and favorable future.”
LANGHE BIANCO DOC “GREY” (Parrot)
Like the Parrot, the Sauvignon Gris used in “Grey” is very rare– (we
know of only a few vineyards in the Loire and hillsides of Chile). If you
are drink grey, it is very likely your first experience drinking Sauvignon
Gris.
BARBERA D'ALBA DOC SUPERIORE (Ferret label)
Happy is the vintner who finds a ferret’s footprints near his Barbera
vines. In fact, since ancient times in Langa, this is an indication of an
excellent vintage year. One thing is certain: a glass of Barbera holds
the verve and gaiety of this amusing animal.
NEBBIOLO D'ALBA DOC (Fruit Bat label)
It is said that long ago, a bat tasted a bunch of grapes at night and
learned an ancient secret. Even today, his descendants trace aerial
geometries over the ripening grapes, and the old secret is still revealed
in a glass of Nebbiolo.
DOLCETTO D'ALBA DOC (Ram)
In winter, when the sun is in Capricorn, you may sometimes find
hoofprints in the vineyard. The old winemakers believe that it is the god
Pan in person to visit their vineyards and where the Capricorn visits, the
grapes are sweeter passed. Although this is only a legend, if you follow
the hills Capricorn can discover the divine taste of Dolcetto.

All Réva wines are Certified Organic and we follow many bio-dynamic practices that
contribute to better flavors in the wine and pay respect to the land.
Réva is a 5-Star Resort and Spa, golf course and winery. Our Ristorante
was
awarded its First Michelin Star within its third year.

